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SRI LANKA 

Futures beyond conflict 

Purnaka L de Silva 

Not so long ago, Sri Lanka was stereotypically portrayed as a stable, model 
democracy inhabited by friendly and fun-loving natives; a place in the sun 
reserved for enjoyment; an oasis in the so called (poverty and disease ridden) 
‘Third World’; a virtual paradise for tourists and natives alike. In reality, Sri 

Lanka has seen the burgeoning of revolutionary struggles and nationalist fervour, 
from putschist attempts to capture state power to liberation and self-determi- 

nation. The author argues that it is the model of parliamentary democracy that 
is largely responsible for the ethnic violence and bloodshed on this island. It 

ensured the rise of the post-colonial political elite who then ensured that all 
the hegemonic tendencies of colonialism were preserved and entrenched. It is 

imperative for shaping viable futures for Sri Lanka that a new ethics and moral 
code of good governance-which includes transparency in government and 
politics-is initiated. 0 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved 

Centuries old processes of assimilation, integration and blood ties, in combination with 
almost 450 years of Portuguese (1505-1658), Dutch (1658-1802) and British (1802- 

1948) colonial rule, have given rise to a number of heterogeneous and hybrid social 
formations in Sri Lanka. Today, these formations have been homogenized, categorized 
and constructed-for administrative, cultural, historical and (contemporary) political pur- 
poses-according to four major divisions or ‘ethnic groups’: Sinhalese, Sri Lankan Tamil, 
Indian Tamil and Sri Lankan Muslims. At the dawn of the 21st century, the ‘ethnically’ 
diverse peoples of this Indian ocean island (who share a common heritage) face a stark 
choice: to continue with prolonged warfare between (Sinhala-majority) unitary-nationalist 
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and (Tamil-minority) separatist-nationalist forces or shape alternative futures beyond eth- 
nic conflict. 

In the late 194Os, when Ceylon (then Sri Lanka) was granted independence by 

imperial Britain, budding politicians belonging to local, traditional elites inherited the 
mantle of executive and legislative power, in accordance with the dictates of ‘parliamen- 
tary democracy’. And it was during this formative period that the first seeds of the coming 

ethnocide and fratricide were sown. In a diverse, complex multicultural society, the 
simplistic model of Westminster ‘parliamentary democracy’-involving periodic one-per- 

son-one-vote general elections, leading to victory for the (party) ‘first past the post’- 
could not work adequately. The seeds for future ethnic conflict were to be found within 
the practice of this model of democracy-a conflict that has been raging in Sri Lanka 

since 1970s. Many post-colonial political elites have, in fact, perpetuated the systems, 
policies and finer mechanics of divide and rule exercized by colonial rulers under the 

maxim of divcet impera. 

In Sri Lanka, Sinhala and Tamil, traditional political elites and upper castes 

(Goyigama, Racfala and Vellala),’ have historically engaged in a growing competition for 
power and resources, through the ‘ethnicization’ of electoral politics. For example, post- 

independence intra-Sinhala power struggles-between the United National Party (UNP) 
and Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP)-included the scapegoating and marginalization of 
minority Tamils, which in turn aggravated ethnic discord and led to periodic anti-Tamil 
riots, first unleashed in 1956 and 1958. In this volatile context, the politics of numbers 
and identities involved in seemingly innocuous census statistics (antecedents of which 
hark back to British colonial times)2 that categorize, highlight and enumerate diversities 

are troublesome to say the least. And in Sri Lanka, such practices have long been embed- 
ded in the ‘rights and wrongs’ of contemporary political and cultural discourse and is a 
basis for the ‘authority of conventional wisdom’,3 particularly through the representation 
of numbers in nationalist discourse.4 The unproblematic and widespread use of statistical 
enumeration vis-&vis the peoples of this island (by statisticians, bureaucrats, technocrats, 

journalists, politicians and academics alike), reifies and substantiates conventional ‘wis- 
dom’ pertaining to demarcations, designations, stereotypes and populist perceptions of 
‘Otherness’-whether in terms of race, ethnicity, language, religion, culture, history, 
caste, class, politics, majorities or minorities. Moreover, it contributes to the discourse of 

maintaining differences and divisions in what is effectively today, a deeply divided 
society. In which, the trappings of a (separate) mini-state are being actively constructed- 

in parts of the hinterland in the north-central and south-eastern provinces (and along 
the seaboard)-by the exclusionary and separatist-nationalist Tamil paramilitaries of the 
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE).” Not so long ago, Sri Lanka was stereotypically 
portrayed as a stable, model democracy inhabited by friendly and fun-loving natives; a 
place in the sun reserved for enjoyment; an oasis in the so called (poverty and disease 
ridden) ‘Third World’; a virtual paradise for tourists and natives alike. According to this 
romantic mytho-history,’ the prevalent stability and democracy were seen as attributes 
of the Westminster parliamentary systems-echoes of this discourse can be heard even 
today in contemporary Britain with regard to Hong Kong’s (July 1997) handover to the 
Peoples’ Republic of China. From an indigenous perspective, the first (abortive) insurrec- 
tion, mounted island wide in April 1971 by the youthful janarha Vimukthi F’eramuna (JVP 
or the People’s Liberation Front),” and its brutal suppression, cast first doubts on the 
accuracy of this idyllic representation. These misgivings re-surfaced around 1972 and 
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thereafter, when politicized elements within the Tamil social formation, also embarked 

upon a struggle (still ongoing) for a greater share of power and resources. This counter- 

hegemonic activism became more vocal and radical, especially among sections of mili- 

tant youth, during and after the Sri Lankan Army’s initial occupation of the principal 
Tamil city of jaffna in the northern peninsula, and following successive bouts of anti- 
Tamil rioting in 1971, 1977, 1979, 1981 and 1983. The JVP’s second failed insurrection 
(August 1987 to mid-19901, was much ‘closer to home’ for many Sinhalese, in compari- 
son to the relatively ‘faraway war’ being fought against ‘the Tamils’ (despite heavy casu- 
alties and infrastructural damage caused by occasional bombings and attacks in the capi- 
tal city Colombo). It also brought to a rude halt, in their gaze, any illusions vis-&vis 

‘dharrnishta aanduwa’ (democratic rule or government). In other words, paramilitary chal- 
lenges set in motion by politico-military groups within the Tamil and (in the recent past) 
Sinhala social formations countered state power and hegemony. And new technologies 
of war have created centres of power, which (logistically over-stretched) traditional struc- 

tures of authority are unable to control, making the state’s conventional monopoly of 

violence no longer absolute but an actively contested space. 
Hegemony over state power, traditionally exercized by upper echelons within the 

Sinhalese social formation, has also eroded somewhat with time. An example of a new 
breed of politician who has emerged onto centre stage, was the late President Ranasinghe 
Premadasa’O-the first Sri Lankan head of state who was class-wise and caste-wise not 
from the traditional ruling political elite. With these changes however, have come other, 
unwelcome shifts in contemporary political culture and practice, with dire implications 

for the future. For example, the tendency by some newcomers to treat a career in politics 
and the parliament as a veritable business venture, which goes hand-in-hand with (high- 
level) bribery, corruption and (a new-look) gangsterism. The self-interest motive of such 

parliamentarians and their (high living) cronies-in government bureaucracy (including 
influential elements from the armed services) and private sector big business-is to capi- 
talize on the frustrations, ignorance, naivete and/or gullibility of respective constituencies 
during election time, in order to further their eventual profit-driven objectives. Ironically, 

such high-level corruption simply disregards the ethnicity and professed ‘national inter- 

ests’ of the players. 
Since the early 1970s then, Sri Lanka has seen the burgeoning of revolutionary 

struggles and nationalist fervour, from putschist attempts to capture state power to liber- 
ation and self-determination. And in spite of all complexities and obstacles, Tamil 
nationalism has endured in a variety of forms. From collaborationist-nationalisms 

(practised in the 199Os, by the EPDP,” EPRLF,” PLOTE,13 TEL014 and breakaway fac- 
tions-like the former-EPRLF ‘Rasik group’ in the east and former-PLOTE ‘Mohan group’ 
in the Jaffna peninsula, that operate as auxiliary units of the Sri Lankan armed services)15 

to chauvinist-separatism (typified by the Eelamist LTTE), it has come to be recognized as 
a force to be reckoned with, in the Sri Lankan politics of the 1990s and beyond. Underly- 
ing this phenomenon, are structural changes to the constitution in 1978, which combined 
with an authoritarian style of government, ensure the continued marginalization of min- 
ority (Tamil and Muslim) aspirations. And it is this phenomenon more than any other- 
i.e. the potentially dangerous cocktail of narrow nationalist and parochial agendas, within 
a redefined electoral democracy, commanded by an omnipotent Executive Presidency- 
that laid the seeds of exacerbated political conflicts and violence, the bitter fruits of which 
are being harvested today. In such circumstances, the task of shaping alternative futures 
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beyond ethnic violence is genuinely formidable. At the very least, working out a more 

viable future for Sri Lanka requires accommodating the aspirations of all ethnic groups 
as well as facing the stark reality of the Sri Lankan situation honestly. 

The basis for alternative futures 

In a so called ‘era of post-nationalism’, conflicts between competing nationalisms have 

endured and new identity-based conflicts have also emerged, as in countries of the former 
Soviet Union. And in Sri Lanka-contemporary militarization of the body politic and 

bloody hegemonic/counter-hegemonic conflicts, along with war-related kickbacks and 
commission-taking (the government of Sri Lanka spends an average of 50 billion rupees 
a year on military procurements), have led to the continuation of politics by other means 
and incalculable costs. And however unpalatable it might be for nationalists of the major- 

itarian variety (which includes majority Sinhala-Buddhists and minority Sinhala- 
Christians) or their collaborationist-nationalist Tamil paramilitary allies-the ground 
reality is that the separatist-nationalist LTTE has de facto control over land and resources 
(both human and material). Moreover, substantial popularity and sustenance from among 

a largely chauvinist, (Jaffna-centric) Tamil diaspora that is plugged into an efficient global 
support network, helps the LTTE to solve logistical problems, re-supply its arsenal and 
access new technologies of warfare. Thus far, the logic of militarism, continuing con- 
ditions of political antagonism and their relational practices, have served the LTTE in 

good stead. Nevertheless, the ongoing stalemate has been costly for both sides, in terms 
of daily depletion of resources (human and material) and drastic reduction of (much 
needed) volunteer recruits. The bulk of LTTE fighters now live in malaria-infested jungles- 

south of Elephant Pass, north of Trincomalee and Vavuniya and east of Mannar, as well 
as in the eastern districts (down to Yala game sanctuary)-with lack of access to conven- 
tional medical and surgical facilities. The morale of the (predominantly Sinhalese) Sri 
Lankan armed services has also been seriously dented, signified through large numbers 

of desertions. 
On the humanitarian side, there is desperate need for a political settlement, to bring 

about a lasting cease-fire and resolve the ongoing conflict-in order to end needless loss 
of life and horrific injuries (physical and psychological), inflicted on combatants and 
civilians alike.16 In other words, there is dire need to support all efforts at demilitarization, 
demobilization, reintegration, rehabilitation and reconstruction. The Sri Lankan crisis has 

been nominally ameliorated, with the election of the 11 party, centre-left, Peoples 
Alliance (PA) coalition government (in 1994), which was elected to office on a peace 
and reform platform. Moving towards overcoming the crises at hand will however require, 

a great many changes to be implemented (not only in practice but also in approach)- 
in contrast to well-worn paths of authoritarianism, lack of consultation, arbitrary policy 
decisions, intrigue, corruption and eventual political insecurity, that cumulatively lead to 
and nurture the corrosive hatreds of the recent past. Alternative and more positive pro- 
cesses of democratic change, responsible government and conflict resolution, as pur- 
ported in the PA’s election manifesto, must involve not only aspects of dialogue, 

mediation and negotiation, but also a long-term perspective geared towards reasonably 
equitable peace, reconciliation and justice. 

The terms of what constitutes ‘reasonable equity’ over the long-term is of course 
open to interpretation and negotiation, and is therefore relational to the outcome of talks 
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between the protagonists, not to mention the skill of mediators. The process of long- 

term peace, reconciliation and justice, initiated in post-Apartheid South Africa and given 

expression through the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, is a perfect illustration of 

what was considered by the protagonists to be reasonably equitable at the time, for that 
country. There the Commission can grant amnesty to perpetrators, if it decides that con- 
fessions divulge the complete story (including roles of accomplices) and crimes (of com- 
mission or omission) were politically motivated (on behalf of a recognized political 

organization). Let me hasten to add however, that there is no single blueprint that can 
be applied carte b/an&e to engineer the short or long-term resolution of every conflict, 

without considering diverse and complex factors, ranging from difference in political, 
historical and cultural contexts, to the personalities and idiosyncrasies of key players. 
Statesmanship is indeed a rare commodity in contemporary politics the world over and 

not everyone can be as wise, broad-minded, accommodating, long-sighted, skilled in the 
arts of government, charismatic and therefore successful, as Nelson Mandela or Mahatma 
Gandhi. Nevertheless, if human social formations are to evolve to a higher plane of 
civilizational existence and humane governance in the 2lst century, then all positive 

efforts, even by those less than ideal, can point the way towards progress and fulfilment 

of such an ambition. 

While the above is a noble ideal of global proportions, it needs to be fleshed out 
by getting down to the nitty-gritty of the Sri Lankan context. First and foremost, a multi- 

partisan approach on the side of the political parties represented in the Sri Lankan parlia- 
ment, is essential from the inception of such a venture-so that a united negotiating 
position can be garnered, in order to cope with the problematic posed by the separatist- 
nationalist LTTE and to reach a reasonably equitable settlement to ‘the Tamil question’. 
And a basis for achieving such an accord over the long-term vis-$-vis peace, reconcili- 

ation and justice, must involve not only legalities but also the spirit of reconciliation, 
amnesty and generosity on the part of most, if not all parties to the conflict. And it defi- 

nitely must not be part of cynical attempts to gain ‘strategic’ advantages on the military 
playing field-which has in any case, never offered constructive hope to the beleaguered 
islanders who are being championed. The process of gaining and reciprocating trust is 

an integral component of reconciliation. For long-term peace to be a viable option in Sri 
Lanka (or ‘Eelam’ for that matter), special attention and care must be given to resolving 
problems of demilitarization, demobilization and reintegration of agents of political viol- 
ence-as well as the psycho-social needs of erstwhile combatants. Such efforts in combi- 

nation with rehabilitation of war-affected women, men, teenagers, children and elderly, 
decommissioning of weaponry, clearing landmines and infrastructural reconstruction, will 
bear fruit. These activities also need, new practical perspectives of democracy, which 
can only take effect in a permissive environment-that is created through a politics of 

conscience, humane understanding, negotiated compromise, accommodation of differ- 
ence and above all, good faith. And it must involve, all parties and political groupings, 

to ensure that political violence and conflict as a means to an end has no mandate. In 
other words, practical democracy entails a new ethical politics that overcomes petty and 
short-term manoeuvrings (a legacy of the Westminster model). 

The recent bi-partisan protocol signed on April 3, 1997 (reportedly after prodding 
by British Foreign Service emissaries from the outgoing Tory administration of John 
Major), between the PA coalition government’s leader President Kumaratunga and the 
UNP’s Ranil Wickremasinghe (leader of the parliamentary opposition), seems to point in 
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the right direction. On August 9, professor G.L. Peiris (Minister of Justice, Constitutional 
Affairs, Ethnic Affairs and National Integration) was quoted in the Daily News, stating 

that ‘the government would talk to the LTTE only after the Tigers agreed to discuss a 
political solution within a set time limit and a basis for such talks was worked out with 

the UNP’. These efforts at generating a common negotiating position, should also be 
extended, in order to encompass all the partners of the 11 party, PA coalition government. 
The evolution of such a broad-based consensus, must tend to the mechanics of what 

each party wants, as well as understand how far each one is willing to extend and accom- 
modate, opposing or contentious points of view. This must also involve clear assessment 
of the capabilities and limitations of personalities chosen to represent the Sri Lankan 
parliamentary perspective, together with development of close, professional working ties 

between them. It is only after a thorough understanding and review of such issues- 
worked out in some sort of binding fashion-that parties to such an agreement can begin 

to cope with the LTTE’s negotiating position, in a convincing and empowered fashion. 

Understanding LTTE 

In the process of drawing up a flexible equation, capable of satisfying some, if not all, 
aspirations of the protagonists-while taking into consideration macro-level realities, 
costs of protracted warfare and local actualities on the ground-other factors, that need 

to be studied in serious fashion, include the future of the unitary state. And to do this, a 
comprehensive understanding of the character and make-up of LTTE is sine qua non. 

Here, mediators and negotiators must comprehend a crucial factor, that Velupillai Prab- 
hakaran is the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of his organization. There is no second-tier 
leadership within LTTE, that is empowered to negotiate, except either by name or in 

order to rubber-stamp the supremo’s orders. The brutal ‘removal’ of ‘Mahattaya’ and 
many other charismatic figures within the LTTE’s original second-tier hierarchy (through 
executions and ‘missions impossible’ over the years), is a grim reminder of the operational 
character of Prabhakaran, who is an interesting and almost Macbethian figure-with 

blood on his hands and ghosts looking over his shoulder. None of the young teenage 
cadres of today, who die willingly at the behest of their near-godlike leader, nor most of 
their older field commanders, have either the stature or background to countermand or 
contest the efficacy of Prabhakaran’s grand narrative-of establishing a separate, sover- 
eign state of Eelam. In other words, the LTTE’s negotiating position is indistinguishable 

from the wants and needs of its leader. Therefore, without directly engaging the LTTE’s 
CEO in the dialogic, mediatory or negotiating process-and ultimately as a signatory to 

a legally binding document under national or international law-progress and a positive 
outcome would be minimal if not worthless. 

A related factor of equal significance is that the LTTE’s leadership has an awesome 
income generating capacity. The organization’s main sources of income involve monthly 
collections of ‘donations‘ and ‘taxes‘ from the Tamil diaspora, as well as local and 
national Tamil business houses, wealthy merchants, professionals, landowners, agricultur- 
alists and general citizenry; and, allegedly, smuggling of people to countries of the Euro- 
pean Union (EU), as well as general smuggling of contraband and other banned sub- 
stances, including narcotics. Not surprisingly, the LTTE has a huge portfolio of investments 
not just in Sri Lanka but also in India, South East Asia, Europe, North America, Australasia 
and venture capital in offshore facilities. 
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Given Prabhakaran’s secure organizational position, considering the resources at 

hand and historical intransigence to any reasonable alternative to an ‘all or nothing’ 

option, the future looks set for a long-drawn, protracted conflict-that will slowly but 

surely bleed the Sinhalese and Tamil social formations, not to mention the Muslims, on 
all fronts. The LTTE supremo’s relatively young age, good health and penchant for per- 
sonal security, means envisaging a scenario where he will survive the exigencies of war- 
fare over a long-term. Therefore, his presence and continued existence, as a key source 
to establishing peace, is a position from which negotiators or mediators must begin their 
considerations. Thereafter, for a viable agreement to be accepted and implemented, a 
second vital step is to understand the self-interest motives of key players. I perceive three 

major blocs, along with a number of ancillary players of varying importance, who also 
need to be accommodated:” (1) position of the representatives of the Sri Lankan parlia- 
ment (and their Tamil nationalist collaborators); (2) position of Prabhakaran and the LTTE; 

and (3) position of the host governments where the predominantly Tamil, Sri Lankan 

diaspora reside, particularly in the EU, Canada, United States of America, Switzerland, 
Norway, Australia and New Zealand on the one hand (henceforth referred to as bloc3a); 
with India, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand on the other (henceforth referred to as 

bloc3b). 

A cross-section of (at times contradictory) self-interest motives are discernible in 
relation to the first category of key players, in a marriage of convenience between 
(moderate) Sinhalese unitary-nationalist and Tamil collaborationist-nationalist forces. 
And within this more or less amicable union, are two extremes or tendencies, namely, 

1. Advocates of an inviolate unitary stat-that is organized and managed in the greater 
interest of the majority of Sri Lankans (Sinhalese-Buddhists), which is simultaneously 

accommodative of some of the wants and needs of the Tamil polity (within a single 

Sri Lankan entity), and at the opposite end are, 
2. Anti-LTTE Tamil nationalists, who advocate an undivided north-eastern province or 

traditional Tamil home/an&a politico-geographical entity that must be recognized 
constitutionally (albeit within the boundaries of the Sri Lankan nation-state), under a 
multifaceted package of reforms involving devolution of powers and resources. 

Despite apparent contradictions and rhetorics of discord (inter-party as well as intra- 
party) in the above positions, it is quite possible-with a little give and take on all sides- 

for forces loyal to this primary bloc, to reach some sort of reasonably equitable settlement. 
Such an agreement could possibly be fashioned within a ‘Federated’ system of provincial 
government, considering the pragmatic political, military and intelligence cooperation 
that continues to exist (from the late 1980s on)-between successive governments and 
collaborationist-nationalist Tamil paramilitaries. An interim settlement on these lines, can 
be made more successful and stable, with help, cooperation and generosity of influential 

sections of civil society-not least the Mahanayake Theros and respected non-govern- 
mental actors. Reaching such a consensus, however ‘difficult’ though it might be in prac- 

tice, is the ‘easy’ part. Most of parties within this bloc, would welcome demilitarization, 
demobilization, reintegration, rehabilitation, reconstruction, decommissioning of wea- 
ponry and an end to political violence, in exchange for peace, security and possible 
future socioeconomic prosperity. However, for long-term peace to take effect, this bloc 
must also successfully negotiate and reach a reasonably equitable accord with Prabhaka- 
ran and his exclusionary, separatist-nationalist paramilitaries. 
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For the LTTE’s CEO-whatever the outcome of his organization’s war efforts and 

professed intentions of setting up an exclusively Tamil, sovereign separate state of ‘Tamil 
Eelam’-the first priority would be to secure his position and safety at the helm of the 
post-war Tamil polity. Therefore, any deal that might ensue from dialogue, mediation or 
negotiations with Prabhakaran and the LTTE, must cater to this requirement in good faith 
(however unpalatable for those opponents who seek retribution and punitive justice). If 
the South -African case is to be taken as an example, it is quite similar to the accommo- 
dation of the lnkatha Freedom Party’s (IFP) Zulu chief, Mangosuthu G. Buthelezi, within 

the folds of the first post-Apartheid regime, despite all the terrible blood-letting, massacres 

and revenge/counter-revenge mentalities, which had existed between Mandela’s African 
National Congress (ANC) and Buthalezi’s IFP. The second priority for Prabhakaran would 

be to maximize their claims towards separate statehood. I cannot predict what the out- 
come to this demand will be, considering the LTTE’s legendary intransigence over the 

issue, particularly since previously rejected proposals all but granted LTTE limited control 
of the north and east on a silver platter. One thing is more or less certain here, Prabhaka- 

ran and the LTTE are not malleable to power-sharing or pluralism. Considering this unde- 
niable fact, the Tamil population-at-large seem most likely to be the recipients of a one- 
party state-i.e. if the secondary aspirations of the LTTE and its CEO bear fruition. 
Whether or not the LTTE’s CEO will accept any alternative proposition in exchange for 
long-term peace, reconciliation and justice, depends on what there is on offer. 

By way of contrast, in similar situations elsewhere in the Indian subcontinent, as in 

the cases of Kashmir in the north, and Assam, Manipur, Nagaland and Tripura in the east 
of India-small-scale initiatives and cheap palliatives aimed at weaning insurgents, away 
from political violence and confrontation with the state, and into gainful, economically 

viable occupations has been mooted. Such proposals, cater to local economic needs 
and sustenance of rebels (and would-be rebels)-i.e. establishment of self-employment 
enterprises with private and state sector help (e.g. supply of sewing machines to set up 

tailoring outlets) and provision of other work opportunities in the public sector, corpora- 
tions and state police (together with initiatives, such as the supply of medical vans for 
first aid purposes and scholarships for educational and prevocational training). 

Such small-scale efforts will probably fail in north and east Sri Lanka. The first of 
two primary stumbling blocks here is the LTTE’s economic self-sufficiency and consider- 
able income-generating capacity; the second is Prabhakaran’s negative stance towards 
all attempts or schemes perceived to dilute his primacy, authority and hegemony. And 

this position applies not only to the LTTE’s fighting cadre and the Tamil people-at-large, 
but also to non-LTTE or anti-LTTE paramilitaries and all political opponents-who are 
actively barred from access and freedom to participate in Tamil socioeconomic and 

politico-cultural life-through threats, coercion, press-ganging18 or worse. Therefore any 
government sponsored measure to provide economic sustenance to former combatants 
is bound to be resisted. As in previous attempts at demobilization, voluntary or otherwise 
induced, Prabhakaran revoked ‘agreements’ to which his organization was a signatory. 

The LTTE’s considerable economic strength, relative self sufficiency and military 
sophistication (in comparison with rebels from Kashmir, Assam, Manipur, Nagaland or 
Tripura), means that any attempt (direct or third party) to win Prabhakaran over to the 
side of negotiation, conciliation, accommodation and compromise, must involve wider 
issues of a comprehensive peace settlement. While ironing out the terms of such a large- 
scale initiative, a compromise, half-way solution, could be to position small-scale palli- 
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atives aimed at Tamil paramilitaries, within the framework of an integrated rural develop- 

ment programme. Such programmes should be administered and funded by overseas 

donor/lending agencies or development oriented non-governmental organizations, 

belonging to countries from bloc34 South East Asia or international institutions such as 
the World Bank, IMF, UN, ADB or the Soros Foundation. As the LTTE’s leadership would 
not overtly want to risk antagonizing or terrorizing their funders and backers as well as 
politicians in bloc3a and Southeast Asian countries, an interim strategy like this would 
be somewhat protected. This is because the LTTE uses these countries as staging posts 

in its strategic global network. This rule of thumb would not necessarily apply to the case 
of initiatives put forward by either the governments of Sri Lanka or India, considering 
their role as protagonists (past or present), unless there are cast-iron guarantees made by 

the LTTE’s CEO to convince them otherwise. Whatever the merits of such an interim 

approach, the thorny issue of progressing towards a comprehensive peace package how- 
ever, remains a vexed question. An interminable ‘chicken and egg’ situation. For without 

a comprehensive settlement, acceptable to all parties within the bounds of reasoned 
choice (made in an environment free of coercion or intimidation), short-term, piece meal 
palliatives will not resolve the conflict. They can at best, alleviate difficulties of but a 

portion of society. 
There are also a couple of other local specificities and regional considerations (i.e. 

the role of India, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand) that need attention. First of all a 
potentially explosive local issue, is that the borders and status of the eastern province 

have to be clearly defined and demarcated, taking into account the aspirations of its 
Sinhalese and Muslim inhabitants, who have no wish to be governed by an LTTE-led 
administration (provincial or otherwise). Depending on how negotiations develop, it 
might be possible to defuse this issue by adopting a strategy similar to that of the Amer- 

ican-sponsored Dayton Peace Accord, which carved up Bosnia-Herzegovina between 
bitterly divided Serbs, Croats and Muslims. Other options might include demilitarized 
mini-buffer-zones between three social formations (Sinhalese, Tamil and Muslim), and 
peacekeeping by (non-lndo-Pakistani)lq South Asian or South East Asian regional forces- 

the costs of which need to be covered (possibly over the long-term), through assistance 
from developed countries identified in bloc3a. Success of such operations depend on 
ground realities, such as the ability to contain cease-fire violations through dialogue and 
maintain law and order, in spaces where there is considerable tension and overlap in 

the day-to-day activities of all three social formations. 
Foremost among bloc3b regional factors are Indian security concerns. A great fear 

among Indian policy makers is the possibility of separatism a la north and east Sri Lanka, 

catching on in the mainland, which could in a hypothetical worse case scenario, spark 
off the beginning of the end for the unitary character of the Republic of India (given its 
extremely heterogeneous composition).20 

Furthermore, the LTTE has allegedly assassinated a possible Indian head of state, 
former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, and even trained and supplied weapons to a number 
of anti-Indian, separatist-insurgent groups-particularly after the induction of the Indian 
Peace Keeping Force (IPKF) in 1987 and subsequent fighting between IPKF and LTTE. 
Insurgent groups (allegedly) patronized by LTTE include: 

1. In Tamil Nadu: Viduthalai Ku/ha/ (a literal translation would be the ‘Liberation 
Cuckoos’, a group headed by Suba Veerapandian-in Tamil, ‘Kulihal’ rhymes with 
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‘Pulihal’, a reference to ‘the Tigers’, the feared nom de guerre of the LTTE); Thamilar 

Pasarai (or Tamilian Camp, a group linked to P. Nedumaran, leader of Tamil Nadu 

Kamaraj Congress, a long-standing supporter and personal friend of Prabhakaran); 
‘Thileepan Mandram’ (or ‘Thileepan Foundation’, a group led by ‘Thiagu’); and Thamil 

Theseeya Meedpu Padai (Tamil National Retrieval Troops or TNRT). 
2. In Andhra Pradesh: faction of the Peoples War Group (PWG) led by Kondapalliseethar- 

aman. 
3. In Assam and Nagaland: the United Liberation Front of Assam (ULFA) and the National 

Socialist Council of Nagaland. 

The LTTE also has substantial commercial interests, both legal and illegal, in each 
of the bloc3b countries, often in collaboration with local partners, who are prominent 
business personalities (a number of whom are sympathetic or at least not-antagonistic to 

Prabhakaran’s separatist-nationalist cause). Any long-term peace and reform package 
must therefore, envisage not only a negotiated end to the LTTE’s alleged illegal activities 
in the region, but also consider possibilities of tapping into private capital to fund part 

of the post-war rehabilitation and reconstruction effort. And in contrast to other South 
East Asian countries, India and Thailand also need to link the question of repatriating 
Tamil refugees, to such an agreement. Coming to terms with the possibility of Prabhaka- 
ran’s future leadership of a post-war Tamil polity and coping with its impact is a factor 

that Sri Lanka’s bloc3b neighbours need to consider thoroughly. 

Foundations for viable futures 

It is an imperative for shaping viable futures for Sri Lanka that a new ethics and morals 

of good governance-which includes transparency in government and politics-is 
initiated. And as an initial measure of taking up this ethical and political challenge-in 
what will prove to be a long-term, future process-custodians of state power must at the 

very minimum, implement the following propositions. Such steps, will illustrate in no 
uncertain terms to the peoples of Sri Lanka, the wider diaspora of Sri Lankans in Europe 

and elsewhere, as well as global onlookers and institutions, that meaningful and positive 
change has been initiated for the benefit and long-term peace of future generations. 

1. Bringing to account members of death squads, particularly those who were affiliated 
with the Sri Lankan armed services (some of whom are still in operational units), either 
through the judicial system (punitively) or via a scheme of truth and reconciliation (as 
in post-Apartheid South Africa). And in any future peace agreement with LTTE, this 
aspect of accountability-in relation to war crimes, crimes against humanity and 
violations of human rights perpetrated by all agents of political violence (including 

members of that organization)-must also be brought before full public view. Such a 
mechanism or ritual of taking account, is part and parcel of national reconciliation 
(at all levels-including the psycho-social dimension, where victims and perpetrators 
need to be involved in a healing process of reconciliation, forgiveness, remorse and 
generosity); 

2. Creation of a more cosmopolitan and inclusive Sri Lankan armed services recruitment 

policy, along with compulsory national service, in order to educate the country’s 
middle and upper classes of the actualities and pains in situations of warfare and 
mortal combat; 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Implementing the right to free media and other forms ofpublic expression, particularly 

in the realm of politics, that are in accordance with internationally accepted standards 

of democracy to which Sri Lanka is a signatory-censorship or distortion of news 
concerning actualities or truths pertaining to war-related misdemeanours and crimes 
(including those of omission and commission), not made public knowledge, is 
unhealthy for the evolution of any democracy, and therefore an unhindered media, 
must play its societal role professionally and responsibly, in fashioning transparency 
(provided it does not transgress boundaries of individual freedoms, such as the right 

to privacy); 
Eradication of corruption and ethical malpractice within all levels of government, as 
well as within national and local trading cum commercial circles-including the 
armed services and police-in relation to bribery and commission-taking, as well as 

misuse of authority (such as political favouritism and nepotism in appointments and 
promotions, including politically or personally motivated demotions and punish- 

ment transfers); 
/ncreased transparency and fiscal scrutiny where all senior government officials and 
private sector moguls are obliged by law to declare convertible and non-convertible 

assets, and are liable to stringent independent audits-an amnesty procedure along 
the lines of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission, which leads to 
the recovery of public funds in exchange for non-prosecution, might prove helpful. 

Reducing chances for abuse of executive power, for example, dismantling the omnip- 
otent powers of the Executive Presidency (an election promise&thereby making Presi- 
dent and Party more accountable to parliament and the vagaries of proportional rep- 

resentation; or providing parliamentary select committees or a non-political national 
ombudsman, with enough authority to initiate judicial inquiries, as a check on abuse 

of power. 

Without these basic changes, it is difficult to conceive a viable, violence-free alternative 

future for Sri Lanka. 

Notes and references 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Goyigama is the highest ranking, cultivator or farmer’s caste among Sinhaiese, while Radala is a collective 
term of reference for members of the Kandyan Goyigama nobility from the central highlands. And Vellala, 
is the highest-ranking, cultivator or farmer’s caste among Tamils. 
Cohn, B., The census, social structure and objectification in South Asia. In An Anthropologist Among the 
Historians and Other Essays, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1987. 
Examples of ‘authoritative’ writing (including politics of numbers and party preference) is displayed by 
the conventional historian, de Silva, K. M., A History of Sri Lanka, C. Hurst and Company, London, 1981, 
Managing Ethnic Tensions in a Multi-Ethnic Society: Sri Lanka, 7880-798.5, University Press of America, 
Lanham, 1986, Regional Powers and Small State Security: lndia and Sri Lanka, 1977-1990, Woodrow 
Wilson Center Press Washington, and Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1995, and Sri Lanka: 
surviving ethnic conflict, journal of Democracy, January 1997, 8(l), 97-l 11. 
For a more detailed argument, see Appadurai, A., Number in the Colonial Imagination. In Orientalism 
and the Postcolonial Predicament: Perspectives on South Asia, eds C. A. Breckenridge and P. van der 
Veer, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 1993. 
Interestingly, the word Eelam in Tamil, is a reference to Ceylon. However, in its contemporary, post-lndo- 
Sri Lanka Peace Accord usage (post-1987), it refers to an independent, sovereign and exclusively Tamil 
state of Eelam, that separatist-nationalist paramilitaries from the LTTE and their supporters want to establish 
in north and east Sri Lanka. While the LTTE continues to maintain its separatist stance, other erstwhile 
Eelamists from rival paramilitary groups, have softened their hard line position, in order to pursue more 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

‘Federalist’ options of coexistence and accommodation vis-a-vis the hegemonic, (majority) Sinhalese 
social formation. 
Samuel James Velupillai Chelvanayakam (an elite Jaffna-Tamil-Christian), is undoubtedly the father of 
modern Tamil nationalism and his separatist-nationalist legacy was collectively hijacked (around the mid- 
1970s) by a spectrum of Tamil paramilitary groups. The leadership of these organizations, though non- 
traditional elite, remained predominantly jaffna-centric. ‘Thanthai’ (Father) Chelva’s bequest was later 
modified and cornered (in the late-1980s), by the predominantly Karayar (low-ranking coastal people’s 
caste), new politico-military elite-belonging to the inner-circle of Velupillai Prabhakaran’s LTTE. And in 
order to do so, they unleashed fratricidal warfare, leaving them at the helm of the Tamil polity and 
destroying any real chance for a united, separatist-nationalist paramilitary position. Much Tamil blood 
was spilt by Tamils (from the mid-l 980s on), in these power struggles and internecine warfare, between 
(and within) paramilitary groups, which demonstrates very clearly that ‘the Tamil rebellion’ is not a homo- 
geneous challenge to Sinhala (Buddhist) hegemony-contrary to popular (mis)perceptions. The five major 
paramilitary groups that came into prominence (including LTTE), were-the Eelam Peoples Revolutionary 
Liberation Front (EPRLF), Peoples Liberation Organisation of Tamil Eelam (PLOTE), Tamil Eelam Liberation 
Organisation (TELO) and Eelam Revolutionary Organisation (EROS). 
For example, see Bailey, S. D., Parliamentary Government in Southern Asia, International Secretariat, 
Institute of Pacific relations, New York, 1953. 
The Westminster system of government was first amended in 1972, when Sri Lanka adopted a Republican 
Constitution, that among other things, did away with the British Monarchy’s ceremonial role as ‘head of 
state’, along with the office of her representative, the ‘Governor General’ and changed the (colonial) name 
of ‘Ceylon’. In 1978, under a new constitution (that was approved by the UNP’s two-thirds majority), 
state power was removed from parliament and placed in the hands of a Gaullist (Fifth French Republican) 
cum American-style, omnipotent Executive Presidency, together with the introduction of a proportional 
system of representation. For more details, see Wilson, A. J., The Gaullist System in Asia: The Constitution 
of Sri Lanka (79781, Macmillan, London, 1980. 
During the 1956 general elections, due to intra-UNP wrangling, a breakaway section of the traditional 
Sinhala political elite-led by the (soon-to-be-assassinated Prime Minister) S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike- 
wooed the majority Sinhala-Buddhist constituency (outsidethe avenues of social advancement) by promis- 
ing them a greater share of power and resources. The non-materialization of these promises, added to 
the discontent of these politicized but marginalized sections, particularly the (non-Goyigama) youth, cul- 
minating in the emergence of the JVP a decade later. Membership was largely constituted by unemployed 
youth (many with degrees owing to free higher education) from the Sinhalese majority rural hinterland- 
who adhered to the rhetoric of ‘Maoist’ revolutionary ideology, backed by nativist putschism. The first 
JVP insurrection of April 1971 was swiftly crushed (with external assistance), by the ill-prepared Sri Lankan 
armed services and the leaders jailed (from 1971-l 977)-subsequently executed (extra-judicially) in 1989, 
following a second failed attempt (1987-l 989) to capture state power. 
Premadasa was allegedly assassinated by a Tamil paramilitary suicide-bomber from the LTTE, with the 
nom de guerre ‘Babu’, on May 1, 1993. 
The Eelam Peoples Democratic Party (EPDP), a breakaway faction of EPRLF, is led by Douglas Devan- 
anda-urrently M.P. for Jaffna and a key Tamil paramilitary ally of the ruling PA coalition government. 
EPDP, along with six other Tamil organizations-namely, TULF, EPRLF, ENDLF, ACTC, EDF (political 
party of EROS) and DPLF (political party of PLOTE)-has been party to recent political negotiations with 
President Kumaratunga and other Sinhalese power-brokers. An objective here, is meaningful devolution 
of power and resources, reflected by constitutional change-with transition from a Unitary State to a more 
accommodative ‘Federalist’ option-as an interim solution to the ongoing crisis in the north and east. 
EPRLF broke away from EROS and was instituted in 1982 by the late Kandiah Pathmanaba, who was 
murdered in Madras by an LTTE hit-squad on June 19, 1990, along with twelve of his comrades (including 
the then M.P. for Jaffna, V. Yogasankery and Finance Minister of the North-East Provincial Council, P. 
Kirupakaran). EPRLF is currently led by K. Premachandran (alias ‘Suresh’), a former M.P. for Jaffna, though 

its influence has waned under his leadership. 
The former chairman of the LTTE, Uma Maheswaran, founded the PLOTE around 1981 (following an 
acrimonious break with Prabhakaran). He was later killed on July 16, 1989 due to an internal feud (one 
of the assassin’s, a former bodyguard, was later murdered in Zurich by Maheswaran loyalists). PLOTE is 
now led by a duumvirate made up of M.P. for Jaffna, Dharmalingam Sidharthan (political wing) and 

‘Manikkadasan’ (military wing). 
TEL0 was founded in 1977 by the late Thangadurai ‘Mama’ (uncle), who was eventually murdered by 
Sinhalese prison inmates while in state custody, during the Welikada prison massacres of 1983. Sri Sabarat- 
nam who took over the leadership, was also killed (by the LTTE) on May 6, 1986, leading to the decline 
of TEL0 as a significant politicomilitary force. 
The minimalist negotiating position maintained by these Tamil paramilitary collaborationisttnationalists, 
is that the PA coalition government should-(l) formally create a Tamil brigade or division (made up pre- 
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dominantly of their cadres), as part of the Sri Lankan armed services (which are currently made up of 
over 90% Sinhalese); and (2) facilitate the formation of an interim council for the governance of the north 
and east, in order to create an alternative power base and institutionalized structure to counter the LTTE’s 
politicomilitary hegemony. 

16. Prohibition of access for journalists or human rights monitors, to active combat zones by successive 
governments, has created a situation where independent verification of human rights violations and war 
crimes has been virtually impossible. 

17. Sensitivity to all perspectives is of particular importance, when considering a detailed settlement (on the 
ground) to unitary and separatist aspirations, in areas of mixed population-where Sinhalese, Tamils and 
Muslims live and work cheek by jowl. And it would be a mistake to overlook such realities in the consoci- 
ational appeasement (6 la Arend Lijphart) of binary opposites. 

18. A tactic still adopted by the LTTE, due to acute humanpower shortages of combat-trained and combat- 
age paramilitaries (of all ages and both sexes)-given relatively high casualties figures in current battles. 

19. It is alleged in certain quarters, that anti-Indian actions carried out by the LTTE after 1987, were secretly 
aided and abetted by the Pakistani, Inter-Services Intelligence Agency (ISI). In return, the LTTE was appar- 
ently provided with unhindered access to Pakistani-based arms markets (of Afghan origin) in Peshawar and 
the North West Frontier province. Considering this allegation and India’s own politico-military debacle in 
Sri Lanka, it is wiser not to involve either Pakistan or India in any future peacekeeping role. 

20. The Indian federal union is made up of twenty five states (including Tamil Nadu) and seven centrally- 
administered, union territories, which accommodate literally hundreds of ethnic, linguistic, religious and 
social formations, groups and sub-groups. 
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